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Archdeacon Farrar in liis sermon preached on Hospital 
Sunday speaks of pain, disease, and sickness as “ emphasis
ing for us the eternal distinctions betwixt right and 
wrong.” He speaks also of their being meant to warn us 
against things “inherently hateful to God.” This is pro
bably good pulpit theology, yet it leaves the mystery of 
pain as far off solution as ever. “ Inherently hateful to 
God” is a somewhat curious expression, which seems 
meaningless unless the God intended is thoroughly anthro
pomorphic. The pure Materialist says that pain helps you 
to avoid that which is unpleasant, and so gradually perfects 
the human race, because man seeks out many inventions for 
avoiding pain. Perhaps the two theories mean the same 
thing Archdeacon Farrar, however, seems to get a little 
confused himself, for he says:—“Take the noblest, purest, 
truest characters that you have ever known : would you find 
them among the vulgar and the comfortable who have 
never known anguish or pity, whose hearts are cold as ice 
and fat as the ram ? No ; but you would find them among 
men who have suffered and who have done, among men 
who have bowed in humble submission to the afflicting dis
pensation of God, who have added a cubit to their moral 
stature.” That is, suffering, which is the outcome of sin, 
is used by the Power to whom sin is hateful, in order to 
make the individual to whom that suffering is applied, more 
like Himself. This seems inconsistent. In “ Light ” for 
July 2nd, 1887, there was an article on Pain, where a 
solution was attempted from the point of view of aggrega
tion and segregation—aggregation being evil, and segrega
tion—in the moral world, altruism—being good. We extract 
the following from that article, but only because there is 
some sort of suggestion in it:—

Now, without going into any speculation as to the nature of 
the Ego that feels the pain, we all agree that pain is felt by us, 
and that that pain occurs when any break takes place in the 
normal state of things. Physical pain, as it is called, is always 
produced by the occurrence of some lesion in the organism of 
the body-that is, whenever the aggregative action which keeps 
the body together, as such, is interrupted. Mental pain, 
“sorrow,” is also generally produced by some action of segrega
tion-loss of property, loss of position, loss of love, death of 
friends, and so on. The sorrow of a husband for his dead wife 
is that she has gone from him, not that she may be alone, and 
he cannot help her more ; the grief for the dead child is that 
one hears its voice no longer—something has gone from the 
sufferer of the pain. According to the teaching of Dr. Bain, 
who may be fairly taken as the exponent of the particular 
phase of thought which he portrays, these pains would lead to 
providing against loss of money, position, love, and so on, and 
to taking proper means for the avoidance of death among those 
dear to us, and as a matter of fact, being under the influence of

aggregative force, we do so act, the dearness itself being the 
result of this same aggregation.

We have said that these pains are generally produced by 
somo act of segregation ; but there remains the case of those 
who, somehow or other, have been used to the opposite state 
of things, that of which the atom of negative energy is the 
type. These individuals being here in a state the conditions of 
which are opposite to those in which they have originally 
developed, must of necessity feel pain or “sorrow,” though 
from the opposite cause to that of segregation ; they feel 
the anguish caused by compression into a narrower range of 
existence.

If, then, there be any reason for supposing that these two 
states, positive and negative, exist, and there does appear good 
reason for the supposition ; and if, though not knowing what is 
absolute good and what absolute evil, yet from some relativeness 
yet unexplained—perhaps having its place in a condition other 
than that of either of our present positive and negative states 
—we may conclude that the state of unselfishness or of segrega
tion is better than its opposite, surely we can get at some clearer 
notion than hitherto of the meaning of pain. Physical pain 
should lead to the desire for such a residence for the soul as 
would not be subject to organic lesion, for a more natural and 
reasonable habitation, uninfluenced by the evil of aggregation. 
Thus bodily pain itself points to a better and purer life. Sorrow, 
whether caused by loss of possessions, loss of friends, or death, 
becomes a purifier, and does its work, not as Dr. Bain would 
have it, by teaching avoidance, but by the gradual elevation of 
the individual into that region of unselfishness where sorrow 
cannot come, because the foundation on which it is built exists 
no longer. ______________________

The “ Christian World Pulpit ” gives us a more detailed 
account of Mr. White’s discourse on the Philippian sooth
saying girl. We have nothing to add to what we have 
already said about this remarkable production. There 
is one passage about Paul and Silas, however, which did not 
appear in the newspaper report, and which we give here, 
because it contains a clear assertion of that most immoral 
doctrine of immediate remission of sins, which Spiritualism 
does not encourage. Paul and Silas in the darkness of the 
night, as we know, sang praises to God—like two night
ingales, Mr. White says, with some confusion of metaphor, 
and :—

Then suddenly came the answer to their prayers and praises 
from the glorified Saviour, whose testimony against tho con- 

lt I temptible lying wonders of the soothsaying, “gospel preaching” 
1 slave-girl had brought them into such woful shame and anguish. 
“Suddenly there was a great earthquake, so that the founda
tions of the prison were shaken, and immediately all the doors 
were opened, and every man’s bonds were loosed,” and feet and 
hands were miraculously set free. Roused by the earthquake, 
tho jailor, finding the prison doors wide open and thinking the 
prisoners had escaped, was about to kill himself in despera
tion at his own danger. From this the Apostles saved him, by 
assuring him at once that the prisoners were all alive and in 
their cells. He falls down before Paul and Silas, now recog
nising in them some wondrous messengers of celestial power, 
and asks and learns the way of “ Salvation,” of which the slave
girl had spoken, and of which he must have had a very confused 
idea. And they spake unto him—imagine their presence of 
mind among such horrors—the word of the Lord, which he 
believed ; and they baptised him the same hour, showing that 
Apostolic baptism was the immediate sign of the washing away
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*A * :u*n • »>M um. *.*. 1 was fi<x to lie duliby^i until further 
tiK-mitsia : bec»u»e re/,.rra»svrf» uiust oiuui fr'/tu preceding 
jurdon *tni filarr. purity from present fnso.e with Gird. Thu* 
V washed thorn frvtn their bleeding stripes, »nd (A*y waehed 
him, iu the twilight, ft'rai hit direr* •uui, in holy baptism ; arid 
he lire ugh t them unto Lis own 1-dgmg over the gateway, and 
f.*i tb«u there. “rey i'.iBg in G<xi with *11 his hoow." And 
what a strange par’s w<* there ’

One cannot wse why tJa» p>.r girl wax so bad, »he kept 
oa telling the triple that Patil and Silas were servant* of 
th*4 M’.-t High, and even tp.ik<r to the jailor about salvation. 
Mr. White Lake* the earthquake story to lie true without 
the slightest hesitatioa. One woild like to know a little 
tn.<re about that earthquake.

line*, and not add anything muefo to our p, 
subject. We ehould like to aak tl*e fzalmute wlT• 
line-: at marriage** h"w they account for the {1.jl 1 
most Itanda. If these are marriages, wfm 4

we mo« he! When it ^mes v, * w,^ *
Ixxzk falls to alvgretiier. Evidently "tn. '■ ’*’*, i < ' • t * **^Qo * “a gr«»l »U»l Mtuay ;fj zhih
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Th* f4Jowuig hat appeared in the •• Daily Chronicle *’:— 
A dahatw » m the apparently eter-ai’.ractire tub-

y*t if 7tm»”pby between Mrs. Annie Bezant, its untiring de- 
fewAer. ami Mrs. Frederika Maoi- .nil'i. * lady well-known as an 
<ip,OHit ■ ( B>r who h*a lately been attacking Theosophy
with v -cra-lmbie i gz-.-or. The subject a? defined by Mrs. 
Marl mJi is as follow* —*• 1. That Theosophy, while profee-- 
etg to *ene nxderu spiritual seed, is working against the 
—darts spent and for aspecscitioci. 2. That Theosophy it doing 
this snter the mask of Buddhism, whereas Theosophy represent* 
correctly so Ltsiisc phUcaopLy, and has it* starting point and 
x-*l in arms and principle* opposed to B’iidhism-” Mr. Rhys 
L«*t>1a. the essisent scholar and the secretary of the Royal 
A«at*r Society. has eoasej-ted to take the chair, and the debate 
wll be held in the Great St. Janes 's on Friday, the 30th 
ime. Mrs. Be-san: » share cf the proceeds is to go to the H.P.B. 
H -se for Little Children, in order to support there torn* of the 
hapless ZtstJe toes resetted fir.-m parental cruelty by the Rev. 
Be-- Wiagh.

SOME MODERN WITCHCRAFT
The “ Jieligio-Phibz*/pLk-al Journal ’giv^ 

of a lecture on Witchcraft in Pane, 
Thamattin, given before im frrrifdy <.A rieientikt J?** '* 
<A Munich. Th* lecture was delivered in F*'-^^4^) 
appears if. the April number of the “Sphinx.” *>.
read the French newspaper: must have beer, w *1* 
the hold tire deep mysteries <A the U.vteen hay* 'if* *1* 
the French—especially the Parisian—mifld,a«j -,*****’*'« 
remembered that some abort time ago the “ Arena” p^ * 
gave some carious particulars ae V/ this cult in the <■ 
city. The lecture of M. de Thotna&dn appears v, iu 
mainly occupied with the story of trie Abid fcoulaa, ' 
deseriberi as the King of the Exorcists. This was tl> »■ * 

whose death had recently been. ,o-z.o->
papers:—

AbW B-.-ian was ccnsecreted a pries? wj^« 
Soon bls superiors observed in hisa * rsatla* _ 

mystic subtleties. He w^

- fa 
»zi.

;5C-t 5f. JB,
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»zld hiv
•r wale: •k

I

Boulan
French

This

which Lad a great Ida*, for
not v> r.ecr,me too much er.gr'xsaed in them. It wv. 
the beginning at Paris the young priest mazie himself tb- 
sennative of the Johar.ule doctrines. Vz which he wzsj-4- • 
a new mystic clothing. IouaediaCely after oec.-.mxz tae 
fessor in a nunnery he adopted the plan of makirg ha aM6t 
views more pranticaL

The heads of modem CathoEcisa soon found, Lower«. 
the gojd Abbe was departing somewhat from the tour4—-g, 
the Saviour, and his utterances were calculated to give efiesa 
v.- pkxes ears. They were in doubt about his special ntssra. 
which he brlie ved he >xasessed, and which consisted in .cEev 
iny for the fj'A 'A lore again the victory over Satan vie 
aecoriing to his view, was to make himself more pertepu-fK n 
oar time than was adrxiitted by the the*d’.gian.s. and as -isisgvzs 
ffjx heaven to free the faithful who were pos«s-ed by moot 
e;.lrits. Watched by the inqaisi&.re, he c>>atinied hit amsty i 
the nunnery.

He coaid have : .md no Letter place for the execrise i th 
taek for which he was now qssli&d. As the nans x-.czei fat 
an exorcist exere-jdnz an apparently great power was :vs—• 
*-nr.ro them, they began to con-tzLs'?. to nim coa~?^etxa-.* f 
th* frightful attacks they h*<l to eniure fr .m. -Sa^- asc n 
subjecta.

As the AbW exorcised these twiioied westeu- ap?*1®3? 
with sauce®?, he incurred the anger of tte neaii? - 
Church. He had given Lifliself out as an *£E'r*aa<36^, 
the Divine Paraclete >zf Dr.e. who could by that 
Satan. The earriinal-. however, <vxi.ddere*i that 
B zilan w« hix.self " in-spirevi by evil and diaW^*1 -r^ 
ami so Mndemned him. Coming hack ffzEi Botacr * " 
had heard his VJtdftauuaisa. he took r
Lyons:—

Persona who met him in Ly ons refaiei 
him. ia hes ° Stsdy

•irf/fu b? Lwi AC?-
sa entBosktaric report «X the vlrtaee •>£ c - 
him neriher « i’ing nor inwane. . -

Aohe Bonlaa, who ’xctipte'i hisneew taae» "
but of c.ure*: cr.n&ectsd with it reLgioo.* t*®- >■
have been «zC«e of the so'.*w skilful 
her <£ sick pcre.nt claimed to nave -o-^- 
him. .... -I th4.

He wvs *.♦. li^c p-tn.shetj. thrcagh the * 0
doev-.'-i, Lt jtapcisoei&est for the idegal *J4^S

B-e-ad»s Lja atr.vfty as ur.vgr.-sttse-r the p4' 't . VA
■ieveloped ilw, th/Ae £*c<nties which 
ctreice th* additional ruuue. " Kin-z J" ^^narrT- 
a seech Wider theatre fioe his work ia*s 9k,. <<f* 
pans .i Fraxoe were Lro<u^kt to bi* P!t*r

,*s* 
,riv*'-
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to lie possessed, and ho is said to have really cured very many 
of them by his power, his faculty of suggestion, if so it will bo 
Slid. Ho freed, however, tho bewitched not only from their 
sufferings, but, it is said, if curtain reports uro to bo believed, 
understood how to transfer the evil over to tho evil witches 
themselves. . . .

Angara related the following in regard to this : Tf you, fear
ing a spell, consulted tho Apostle, ho hogan to put a clairvoyant 
to sleep and sought through her enlightenment as to who the 
witch was and what kind of enchantment used. Tf it was a 
severe ease, he took his flight to " Melehiselech's Ruhmcs 

where tho following ceremony took place :—
The officiating person had a silver cup with consecrated 

bread and wine put upon an altar, consisting of a table and a 
tabernacle of wood : on this was a cross, surrounded by a tetra
gram. He immediately put on his priestly garments, a long red 
tube with a red and white girdle and a white cloak, on the breast 
ef which was cut out the form of a cross, and began to read the 
sacrificial prayer.

He who was desirous of the aid of the Apostle was brought 
to the neighbourhood of the altar. Boulan then went on with 
his supplications, and laid his left hand on the head of the 
bewitched. Thereupon he stretched his other hand out, begged 
the archangel Michael to aid him, and adjured the glorious 
legions of angels to bind the bad spirits. Now catne the moment 
of the prayer of exorcism and the officiant cried it out three 
times, after he laid the hand of the supplicant on the altar. 
Then bread and wine were extended to him, with which the 
ceremony was finished.

In this way would well-known Parisians be cured of the ills, 
which, according to their view, their enemies acquainted with 
wizard’s arts, who belonged to the Cabbalistic Rosicrucian 
order lately revived among Parisians by Stanislas de Guaita, 
had affected them with.

M. de Thomassin says that Boulan was the enemy of 
this Order, believing that some of its members practised 
Black Magic. The sudden death of the Abbe, who had 
come to Paris from Lyons in good health, was by Haysmans 
and Jules Bois, in articles which appeared in “Gil Blas” 
and the '•’Figaro,” attributed to Black Magic, employed by 
Peladin and Guaita, members of the revived Rosicrucian 
Order:—

Haysmans relates the following : It is indisputable that 
Guaita and Peladin daily engaged in black magic. The poor 
Boulan had been continually in conflict with bad spirits, 
which they sent him. Through two years they had despatched 
these from Paris to Lyons, and it was according to his 
view quite possible that the Abbe had succumbed to a spell. 
“I am sure,” continued Haysmans, “ that Peladin and Guaita 
have done all they could to injure me. You see, every time, 
when I wish to go to sleep I receive blows on my head and in 
my face from, as I may say, however, fluidic fists. I might 
suppose that they are subjective feelings of hallucination, de
pendent on great sensibility of my nervous system. I am in
clined to think, however, that it is a matter of magic. For 
proof of it I say to you that my cat, who certainly is not 
hallucinated, likewise, at the same time as I, receives blows on 
the head. And it is certain that Madame Shibant, a worthy 
woman,whom I became acquainted with at Abbfi Boulan’s once, 
speedily cured me of this maleficium. Since our friend has 
died I feel double blows every evening.”

If there lie a White Magic there is undoubtedly also a 
Black Magic, and if there be any truth in the statements 
made by the French journalists and M. de Thomassin, that 
Black Magic is practised at the present time, there is 
exceeding danger in meddling with the Unseen unless 
equipped with the “ whole armour of God.”

Irreverence everywhere is blindness, not sight; you can 
know nothing which you do not reverence. . . . All of the
mystery which surrounds life and pervades life is really one 
mystery. It is God. ... It is Love. And of this personal 
mystery of Love—of God—it is supremely true that only by 
reverence, only by the hiding of the eyes, can life be seen. One 
who thinks to look God full in the face and question Him, 
blinds himself thereby, and cannot sec God—he sees something, 
but what he sees is not God, but himself.—Phillips Brooks.

STAR-WORSHIP.

The following extracts are from a condensation in the 
“Literary Digest” of a paper in “Russkiy Wiestnik,” 
St. Petersburg

A few years later I travelled in the Sahara, accompanied by 
an Arabian Nimrod ; this old hunter had never been in any 
mosque. He wns a votary of stars and nature. “ My prayer,” 
ho said, “ is not the result of my intellect. Nature whispers it to 
me. The sky is to me like a book ; in the stars, the eyes of Allah, 
I read His holy will. I pray to the Sun, the Moon, and the stars, 
and these prayers reach the ear of Allah as well as the beams 
of the stars.”

I did not remain long in “ the land of death and fire ” as the 
nomads call the Sahara, but directed my wandering steps to the 
camp of the Tuareks, the lovers of freedom. One night the 
young people were singing and dancing round the blazing fire 
under the silver light of the moon. On a sudden they stopped 
and cried: “ Aphaenor, Aphaenor!” lifting their hands 
and heads up to the sky. Then the daughter of the chief, 
a young, pretty, slender girl, the best singer among them, 
stepped forward, and sang with a soft, melodious voice a solemn 
hymn to the Moon. This hymn was repeated in a loud, sonorous 
voice by the young men. This worship, in the stillness of 
night, resembled that of the Sabeians, the votaries of the stars.

Another night I spent with the Turkomans near the Caspian 
Sea. They, too, were star-worshippers. “ When people die,” 
said one of the oldest, “their souls go to the stars, whence 
they come down to earth and hover round our fires. The 
souls of the just people shine in the skies as the brilliant stars; 
those that are less good have scarcely any light at all. In our 
times there are no great saints, and consequently there appear 
no brilliant new stars ; even new small stars have not been seen 
in the latest times. Now and then large stars fall down from 
the sky. Allah is angry with the just ones, because they are 
conceited and desire to be worshipped. Therefore he flings 
them down to earth. Under the form of Sun and Moon, Allah 
Himself goes up and down the horizon, the Prophet and all just 
ones following Him.”

One night, when we were travelling through the desert, in 
Middle Asia, there appeared a strange phenomenon in the sky ; 
it was like the zodiacal light, and caused a lively discussion 
among my companions. “That light,” they said, “ comes from 
Heaven to show Allah the way to Kerbel (a place of pilgrimage). 
Blessed are those who see that light, still more blessed those 
who are seen by it. ’Twill not be long ere the sky will be 
darkened, then the evil spirits arise trembling before Allah ; at 
that hour the right believer dares no more look at the sky, he 
directs his eyes to the holy Kerbel.” In half an hour we were 
at the caravansary. Before I stretched myself on my couch, 1 
stepped out on the flat roof of the building, and to my astonish
ment I saw on the cold floor my companions kneeling with uplifted 
eyes and hands saying their silent prayers. I understood then 
that they were star-worshippers and Mohammedans.

In the solitary steppes of the Mongolei 1 found traces of the 
old star-cult. Many Buddhists believe in these celestial bodies.

In the deserts of Arabia, and not in Mesopotamia, were the 
first astronomical observations made. By their movements were 
predicted certain meteorological changes ; the divinity living on 
the stars was, according to their idea, the cause of drought, 
wind, hail, or storms. Thus the sky became for them an open 
book, whence they drew all their knowledge. The stars 
influenced their whole life and had soon an active part in the 
fate of man. The lively imagination of the man of the Orient 
clothed them with the greatest varieties of forms.

What was star-worship in its beginning led to the adoration 
of stones, trees, water, and many other deities, including God 
Himself. All Sabeians or Star-worshippers had acknowledged, 
even long before Mahomed’s existence, One Great Being, 
though they worshipped a whole pantheon of lower beings. 
“The desert especially leads to monotheism,” says one ethno
logist. “ For the son of the desert Allah is one great, universal 
Power, One Being, revealing Himself in His qualities, in deities 
of second order." These deities the Arabian addresses very 
often, either to gain something or to be protected against some 
danger. In former times at most solemn events they lighted a 
fire at which they swore their oaths ; sometimes they sacrificed 
animals ; a remnant of this lost custom is preserved in tho 
bleeding of the hands, whenever a league or covenant is made 
between two persons. Their processions go round the altars of
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FOREIGN PAPERS.saerifmo: tlmirround dances are only imitations of Um rotary
IlhlVVlIH'llfS l»f fttlll'N.

I spent my laM night in the desert ; there were no lights nor 
.. ...... * ; darkness round about : tlm soil, sand, stones, the 
pointed grass blades, and tlm groy feet of tlm came! all were 
like one dark grey mass ; sky ami earth were Howling together ; 
there was no horizon, only the golden stars lighted this muss. 
There was no sound nor change : only now and then I smelt tlm 
perfume of • Im myrrh that here and there had found a shelter 
between the stones. In the sky wo saw the brilliant Sirius, tlm 
beautiful Venus, the bright Capelin, and tlm Balance. The camel 
stopped in its march, and tho Bedouin, wrapped in his white 
burnous, falling down from his broad shoulders, bis bronze face 
framed bv tho striped turlmu, rested on bis spear and directed 
his eves, shaded by long lashes, to the constellation of Mars, 
the evil star. He lookedat it with a firm and resolute expres- I 
sion ; convulsively he pressed his spear, and led his camel with 
,t firm hand the other way.

He tarries for a few minutes ; the stars tell him which route 
to take : where to find a refreshing spring : where stands his | 
tent, and where his young wife is waiting for him. 
day the stars always brought him good luck ; but there lurks I medium, Mrs. Minna Deminler. 
the star of evil, frightening the suspicious son of the desert. I columns of this paper : — 
For some time he is lost in reverie ; for some time his eyes try In St. Petersburg a Russian “ Le Normand ” died lately in 
to read the stars. Of a sudden a beam of joy flashes from his tl10 person of Mrs. Fild—of whom many, and not exclusively 
eyes; he takes the reins of the camel in hand, lifts up his people of undistinguished rank—maintain that she really 
spear, his eyes seek tlm far horizon. Tho evil star does not possessed the gift of prophecy, and that in almost every cast 
frighten him any longer, two good ones have appeared beside her predictions have so far been fulfilled. A Russian Admiral 
it: they guide him to the far distance. The ship of the desert paid her for many years a pension of 600 roubles (about £100) 
puts itself in movement, while the Bedouin, whispering a because in earliest youth she had foretold his brilliant career 
prayer, “Allah be praised !" directs his grateful look up to in every particular. To Colonel Suideiken she foretold, years 
the’sky. whence the sparkling eyes of God look kindly down before it occurred, all the circumstances of his tragic end. She 
upon him. also predicted the death date of the well-known writer,

Destojewski. That was rather a gruesome phase of her quality, 
but she had fine sides to her character. She had two consulta
tion fees, one about sixteen shillings and the other thirty-two, 
but to those who could not afford to pay she gave her services 
gratis. It is said that she has left a large fortune, and has be
queathed a considerable portion of it to charitable institutions. 
Her friends also state that she has left written prophecies in

The “ SpirituiilistiBch Weekblad ” quotes from a powerful 
speech of Hobrecht’s in Berlin against the anti-Semitic agita- 
tion led by Pastor Stiicker. Hobrccht says “ it is tho duty ,4 
every civilised being, and of every party, to oppose and circum- 
vent by word and deed this fermentation against the Jews. Tin. 
anti-Semitic movement is not noble, not German, not Christian," 

I Tho Berlin “Sphinx” Alliance has brought out a new 
Spiritualistic paper called “Die UbersinnlicheWolt." The first 
number contains an introduction in which the aims of the 
Alliance arc explained to be : (I) To contribute to the investigj. 
tion of so-called occult science by means of experiments, 
scientific addresses, and conversaziones. (2) To embrace as 
members and co-operators, without distinction of class or creed, 
all who make the command “ Love your neighbour as yourself" 
their “ride of life." In the first number Dr. Carl du l’rel 
begins “ A Contribution to the History of Occultism,” and 
Carl Hoffmann lias an article on “ Professor Forster and 
Spiritualism,” while in addition to other interesting matter there 

Until this I *•** an account of a “ Sphinx Alliance ” seance with the physical 
The following is from the

“ SPIRITUALISM : WHAT IS IT?”

tree against the wishes and warnings of the populace. 
The officer did not trouble himself much about the 
warnings, and the results do not appear to have troubled 
him much, either. Indeed, he seems to have somewhat shrewdly 
turned the affair to a little profit. Since the fall of the tree his 
houso, it is reported, has been beset by one or more invisible

The following characteristic letter appears in the current 
number of the “ Christian World ” under the above 
heading •—

Si a,-Its primary and only true and original meaning is that I which the political future of Russia is described. It’might be 
created in America in the epoch year of 1848, and imported into useful to publish these at once.
Great Britain soon after : The averment by physical proof that A Batavian correspondent of the “ Handelsblad ” tells the 
the human mind at physical death continues to live and think following story: You will remembet that a few weeks ago a 
and act in the ethoreal substance usually called in Scripture the report went the round of the papers to the effect that a Cus- 
“spiritual body, "a body created at physical birth,and developed | toms officer SOme where in Oosthoek cut down a sacral 
with and through tho chemical substances that build up and 
sustain the physical structure we at present live in ; and with
draws from that structure a spiritual body, sustained and 
influenced by the yet more ethereal substance we name spirit; 
a progress we can somewhat understand through the phenome
non of the caterpillar and butterfly.

As possibly tho only survivor of tho original band of active beings who knock things about in a general way, and destroy 
British Spiritualists, I enter my protest against the ethical some. These agents are invisible to the owner of the house, 
costumiers, who, like men-millinors,make a living by scissoring and to the majority of the inmates, but not to the owner’s son, 
out theories on their educational beliefs and falsely calling them a boy of about eight years. He seos the approach of a person- 
“ Spiritualism,” nnd who, by Press and platform, cover over age clad in white and wearing a turban (compare “ Ghosts in 
with tho rags of imagination the central figure of man—a spirit, Java,” in “Light” of April 8th). On one occasion the boy 
a person. Therefore it is that sects of theory-Spiritualists are called out, “Papa, there he is again. He is lifting the vase.” 
as numerous as Christian sects, and Spiritualism pure and vital The bystanders saw nothing, but an instant later the vase was 
is concealed. on the floor, shivered into a dozen pieces. People in the neigh-

As a member of the Church of England, nnd having full bourhood have had their curiosity aroused, and have taken 
faith in its leading tenets in common with those of the lodgings in the house in order to satisfy themselves as to the 
Mesleyans, Congregationalists, Baptists, Presbyterians, and accuracy of the facts,and they so runs the story—can do nothing 
their sub-divisions, through organisation details, I rejoice to rest but confirm them. They sit down to dinner and suddenly all 
in the facts, that while Moses nnd St. Paul forbade association t,ie finger-glasses are upset by some invisible agent and the 
with angel devils through wizards and sorcerers, the Old and water streams over the table. The poor little chap who warns 
New Testaments s]»irkle with angel saints, appearing, convers- bis father of the agent’s approach suffers sometimes disagree
ing with, assisting, strengthening tlm man in his physical body, ablo inconveniences, suchasmight very rcadilydisgustachild with 
who puts his trust in tlm Lord Almighty.

Tu niy knowlxlye, miracles uro as rife now and of the same 
kind as they were in tlm first century of the Christian era, and 
the members of the Churches can as easily obtain them now as 
in tho apostolic days. The divine power is as strong now as 
then ; but so long as the clergy teach the people that the devil 
and his angels are stronger physically than the “ministering 
spirits," angels of our Lord, and so long as tlm members of the 
churches arc timid, “ mighty works ” cannot take place in their 
churches and families because of their unbelief.

June, 1893. J- E-shouk Jones.

the performance of this simple duty. Occasionally the curtains 
of the empty room open without the intervention of any visible 
beings, and at other times all the bells of the house start ringing 
simultaneously. It is a lively place, and the writer who sends 
the story of these phenomena, not having seen them, does not, 
of course, believe in their supposed origin, but adds with regard 
to tho bona files of all concerned, “I can only say that it is 
maintained here in the most positive manner.” AVhat more Iw 
could want in the way of evidence—beyond a personal experi
ence which seems to have been within reach—is not very clear.

The greatest friend of Truth is Timo ; her greatest enemy in 
Prejudice ; and her constant companion is Humility.
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A SHORT WAY WITH THE SPIRITS.

We are indebted once more to the “ Literary Digest" of 
Boston for one of those condensed essays from foreign 
journals which we should not otherwise g6t. The following, 
called “Spiritism," by Arne Gnrlwrg, is from the “ Sarn- 
uden," of Bergen. The explanation propounded is quite 
simple »hen the propositions on which it is founded 
approved. “While there is life, there is purpose, and no 
purpose is without a directing will behind it ’’ One natur
ally asks what Ls life? what is purpose? and what is a. 
directing will ? and how do they depend upon each other? 
and so on. Akiiskaw is possibly Aksakof.

Even A. J. Davis admitted thar “spirits have but seldom 
gcaimnnieited with men,” and most Spiritists have now-a-days 
asicrsa'red "seldom.” Most Spiritistic phenomena are now 
vgaira-d to be " mediumistic,” viz., dependent upon certain 
qualities and doings of the medium. Akiiskaw groups all so- 

Spiritualistic phenomena under three headings, only the 
of which includes spirits, and but few phenomena can be 

evented under it.
The Spiritists have claimed that our immortality would be 

proved if we could get hold of a spirit. Is that really so Might 
the possible spirits not be Der<»s j* The Fakirs believe they are. 
Toexpliin immortality by Spiritism is no explanation. To explain 
i phenomenon or a thing means to put it in such a relation 
to something knoicn that it becomes apparent. The spirit
hypothesis places something unknown in relation to something 
still mere unknown. Such a method is theological, but not 
scientific. It neither denies nor affirms. There are “possibilities” 
everywhere, both in the world of matter and spirit. There are 
aany things in the Spiritualistic phenomena for which it is very 
convenient to use the spirit-theory, and may be it is the only 
explanation. But to apply that theory to all such phenomena 
k very indiscriminating, even ridiculous.

When people undertake to explain the Spiritistic pheno
mena, they naturally start with physical causes. In how many 
ways has table-dancina not been explained ? Still, one element 
rem tins to mystify. The power which acts has an intelligence. 
Whence this intelligence ? To leave spirits out of the explana
tion, we must look for some connection between the nerve
power of the medium and consciousness. But,say the objectors, 
the medium is usually not conscious. The medium sleeps, 
and sleeps in a trance : the medium is entirely ignorant of all 
effects produced. As it is evident that it was not the ordinary 
rensewusness which was at work, recourse was had to the 
“somnambulic” consciousness which was at work. What is 
“ somnambulic ” consciousness ’ Ls there such a thing ? Yes. 
Hypnotic experiments have proved that, under certain circum
stances, a “ somnambulic ” consciousness not only exists, but 
can act very independently. It Ls common among hysterical 
individuals. Take an hysterical person of independent “ som
nambulic ” consciousness, give him the necessary “nerve
power ” and the power to hypnotise himself, and we have the 
“Spiritistic medium.”

But here is another difficulty. Some mediums do not sleep. 
The answer is that hypnotic experiments have proved that 
hysterical persons need not sleep in order to set free their 
“ somnambulic ” consciousness. Here, then, is a theory which 
seems able to explain much.

[At this stage of the author’s paper he gives a long account 
of experiments made with one Mr. Z., which we have not space 
to reproduce.]

It appears from Mr. Z.’s history that though he was not con
scious. yet his conscious ego in some roundabout way directed 
his dream-life. The conscious volition, which permeates a 
medium’s being, cannot be destroyed by any trance. It 
remains, and “ unconsciously ” moulds and directs the ever
attire imagination, even though this be “ deadened ” by a 
trance. Some may say, “ Yes, but the medium sleeps. How 
can there be any ‘directing ego’?” The difficulty is only 
apparent. No sleep, magnetic or other, destroys the medium's 
life. Where there Ls life, there is purpose, and no purpose 
is without a directing will behind it. During sleep there is 
in the brain, so to say, one spot which does not sleep. We 
know that from every-day experience. We lie down to 
sleep in the evening with the purpose of waking up at a 
certain time in the morning, and we do wake up at the right 
time.

The hypnotic sleep may be as deep as possible, yet the 
hypno riser is always en ropporf with the medium. This con
nection can be but a limited statu of wakefulness, yet it is 
wakefulness and opens the avenue for impressions. If the 
medium hypnotises himself, he must remain <m rapport with him
self. Why not ? It is not the whole being which is hypnotised ; 
only some parts of it. Were the whole being hypnotised, it 
would cease to live. The “life-principle ” is not hypnotised.

ACCURACY.
The foil owing observations from the “ Religio-Philoso- 

phical Journal” are very pertinent :—
With most people inaccuracy is the rule, accuracy the excep

tion, in matters of observation and the conclusions derived 
therefrom. .Accuracy to a large extent depends upon the 
mental constitution. One must have not only the habit of 
observing but the power of discriminating, of making dis
tinctions. There is needed intellectual as well as moral 
integrity. One of the main differences between the savage and 
the civilised man is this : The savage sees a few things ; the 
civilised man sees many. As a writer says, “The world grows 
for us as we grow.” A man of science will view an object and 
observe all its various aspects and a thousand distinctions where 
the savage will see it but in the aggregate, that is, only as one 
homogeneous thing. One of the reasons why the intellectual 
man passes so many things unobserved is the vast domain which 
is opened up to his power of observation and reflection. The 
savage has so narrow a range, like that of the lower animals, 
that what he sees is impressed vividly upon his mind. The veiy 
largeness of the field of observation contributes, in the ordinary 
mind, to inadequate or inaccurate observations. Hence in 
investigations that require not merely good eyesight and hear
ing and sensitive touch, but keen powers of discrimination, 
there is a general lack of competency and general liability to 
error, not only in conclusions arrived at but as to what is seen, 
the facts,—the data on which conclusions are based. A man 
relates to you what he sees and his narrative fails to make any 
impression upon your mind. If you mention this to him or he 
infers it from your indifferent manner, he is very liable to think 
that you question his honesty, and one has often to remark 
under such circumstances, “ I do not doubt that you are per
fectly honest in what you say.” Then, of course, there is an 
implied reflection upon his intelligence and he will remind you 
that his judgment in ordinary matters is considered among his 
acquaintances and friends at least of average soundness. True, 
his judgment may be equal or even superior to that of some 
others in ordinary matters, but when it comes to investigations 
that require exceptional powers, his opinion may be of no value 
whatever.

A great many who investigate certain classes of phenomena 
which pass under the name of Spiritualism are persons of this 
very description. They go to a materialisation seance, they see 
the phenomena, and under conditions which they imagine do 
not admit of fraud, when they become convinced that they have 
actually seen a spirit and are rather impatient with those who 
do not accept the belief in such spirit exhibitions on their testi
mony. They go to a slate-writing medium, one in whose pre
sence writing appears on slates tied together, on which even 
flowers artistically painted appear, and they are satisfied that 
there Ls no chance for fraud, when the fact is their satisfac
tion may be the result of their ignorance of ingenious methods 
employed by the professed medium to deceive them and to get 
their money by practising deception. The testimony' cf such 
persons is of no value and a large amount of the testimony 
offered is of this character. It has no evidential value what
ever for careful, discriminating minds, who know what the 
liabilities of mistakes are and how utterly unfit for investigation 
are those who ordinarily examine subjects with which they are 
acquainted. Think of an unpractised person observing pheno
mena of a sleight-of-hand performer and attempting to pass 
upon the question whether the conditions of deception have 
been eliminated. While nothing seems more certain than that 
there is no chance for deception, yet the whole performance is 
one in which the eye and judgment of the spectator are deceived.

If, “the Journal” will add, Spiritualism depended upon the 
testimony of such people, certainly it would have a very frail 
foundation. Fortunately its genuine phenomena have put it 
beyond doubt, and investigation in the future will not invalidate 
the actuality of the phenomena upon which the belief is based.
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INSANITY and genius.
Notwithstanding Mr. F. W. II. Myers’s explanation of 

-.nils as an uprush from the subliminal consciousness, there 
are not a few pathological philosophers who look upon it 
as a form of at least incipient madness. And so much do 
thev regard it in that way that we get yet another piece 
,.f evidence that madness should be regarded from quite a 
different standpoint from that from which it has been 
hitherto considered.

Then' is a paper on Insanity and Genius in the “Arena” 
f. r June, which shows this tendency in a marked degree. 
As is often the custom in such papers as this by Dr. Arthur 
M D maid, various authorities are referred to, some pre
sumably of more value than are others. He quotes for 
i-x unple Moreau of Tours, who holds that :—

Genius is the highest expression, the nr plus ultra, of in
tellectual activity, which is due to an over-excitation of the 
n rvous system and in this sense is neurotic ; that disease of 
die nervous centres is a hereditary condition, favouring the 
development of the intellectual faculties.

Moreau maintain.-, moreover, on the basis of geographical 
facts, that among distinguished men one finds the largest 
nundier of insane : that the children of geniuses are inferior 
even to those of average men, owing to convulsions and 
cerebral diseases in infancy. (Ionins is always isolated ; it 
i a sii.7</.o;c< of natures energy, after which her procrea
tive forces arc exhausted. Mental dynamism cannot be 
exalted to geniu •, unless the organ of thought is in a con
dition analogoii- to that of an abnormal irritability, which 
is also favourable to the development of hereditary 
insanity. M'hen the mind reaches its highest limit it is 
in danger of falling into dementia. The cerebral troubles 
of great, men. from simple nervousness to normal pertur
bation. are the natural, if not necessary, edicts oi their 
organisation.

Huxley considers genius to be a form of " sport. These 
are his words : —

Dr. McDonald quotes sayings of various geniuses 
“seem” to bear out this contention. Lamartine speaks q 
the mental disease called genius. Newton wrote to 
that he had passed some months without having “ac()tl 
sistency of mind.” Schopenhauer confessed that when 
composed his great work, lie behaved strangely, and 
taken for insane. Tolstoi has acknowledged that pliik^,. 
phieal scepticism led him to a condition bordering on jn. 
sanity. All this is very interesting, especially to students 
of things generally supposed to be hidden.

Dr. McDonald, however, does not stop here. Reasserts, 
though without proof, that precocity is a symptom )>ot)| 
of genius and of insanity, and as if to make this part of 
his argument of no avail names some foremost men who 
apparently showed no signs of precocity. We then get 
some remarks on originality.

Originality is very common, both to men of genius and the 
insane, but in the latter case it is generally without purpose. 
Hagen makes irresistible impulse one of the characteristics<4 
genius, as Schiilo does of insanity. Mozart avowed that hit 
musical inventions came involuntarily, like dreams, showing an 
unconsciousness and spontaneity which are also frequent in 
insanity. Socrates says that poets create, not by reflection, but 
by natural instinct. Voltaire said, in a letter to Diderot, that 
all manifestations of genius arc effects of instinct, and that 
all the philosophers of the world together could not have given 
“ Los Animaux Malades de la Peste,” which La Fontaine com
posed without knowing even what he did. According to 
Goethe, a certain cerebral irritation is necessary to poets. 
Klopstock declared that in dreams he had found many inspira
tions for his poems. Thus as the great thoughts of geniu; 
often come spontaneously, so it is with the ideas of the insane.

Here, again, the Spiritualist must be obliged to Dr. 
McDonald. “ Unconsciousness and spontaneity, which ar* 
also frequent in insanity,” is very instructive. A com
parison of the brain-weights of certain geniuses, and the 
brain-weights of certain insane persons is made, with the 
result that “ particular individuals among the insane 
and people of genius both show extremely large cerebral 
capacity.”

The conclusion arrived at by Dr.McDonald is that “the 
fundamental cause in both genius and insanity is thesame; 
it is the excessive psychical or nervous energy.” This he 
founds on the modern and “ fundamental conception of 
disease ” as being an excess of normality. And this is how 
the article ends :—

Some characteristics of genuis are originality, egotism, 
vanity, indiscretion, and lack of common-sense ; precocity, 
sterility, irritability, impetuosity, melancholia, and suscepti
bility to visions and dreams. These characteristics belong also 
to the insane. If it be said that it is cruel to compare much that 
we consider highest in tho world with insanity, the reply is, 
that we might as well object to classing man among the bipeds, 
because vultures are bipeds. Any analysis of genius that may 
show the closest relation to insanity cannot change genius 
itself. Faust and Hamlet remain Faust and Hamlet. Tho 
question is not a matter of sentiment, but of facts. Genius 
and great talent are those forms of abnormality most beneficial 
to society.

This we submit is a most lame and impotent conclusion. 
.After having done his best to show that genius and in
sanity arc almost, if not quite, convertible terms, and hav
ing fairly well succeeded, the writer tries to get out of the 
difficulty by saying that “ genius and great talent are those 
forms of abnormality most beneficial to society.” That 
Dr. McDonald felt that his conclusion was not sufficient is

Genius, to my mind, means innate capacity of any kind 
above the average mental level. From a biological point ol' 
view, I should way that a “ genius " among men stands m tho 
same position as a ''sport " among animals anil plants, and is a 
product of that variability which is the postulate of selection. I 
should think it. probable that a large proportion of “qenins 
npurts” are likely to come to grief physically and socially, and 
that the intensity of fueling, winch is one of thu conditions of 
what is commonly called genius, is especially liable to run into 
the fixed ideas which are at the bottom of so much insanity. 

evident, for he. has let slip in the expression “great talent,’ 
which is not the same thing as “ genius.”CT O

The whole article seems to point to and to bear out that 
. theory of genius and of insanity which makes both of 

them come from intelligence existing outside ourselves. 
Mr. Myers has said much on the subject, and attributes 
genius, as we have already said, to the uprush from a sup
posed subliminal consciousness. But granting that general 

| subliminal consciousness we submit that there is ample
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evidence of unseen intelligences working either in or not in I 
that consciousness, and that these intelligences do, either 
for evil or for good, influence certain, though it may 
indeed be abnormally developed, persons. The charac
teristics, such as irritability, vanity, and so forth, which are 
possibly, or probably even, common to both are also likely 
to lie the result of the indwelling spirit which cannot ac
commodate itself to the environment by which it finds 
itself surrounded. Any way Dr. McDonald has contri
buted an important addition to the literature of a subject 
which is of growing interest.

A LETTER CONVEYED BY SPIRIT AGENCY.

I think the following account of an experience I had 
some years ago in India may be of interest to some of your 
numerous readers. You will remember that Mr. Eglinton 
came out to Calcutta for the purpose of giving investigators 
the opportunity of studying some of the phenomena of 
Spiritualism, in November, 1881, and he remained there as 
my guest from the time of his arrival until my departure 
for England in the first week of February, 1882.

To make my narrative coherent, I must add that when 
I was in England in 1879 I busied myself in investigating 
tbe phenomena of Spiritualism, and had quite an extensive 
series of sittings with various mediums ; and although I 
never met Mr. Eglinton until he came to Calcutta in 1881, 
I made the acquaintance of several very well-known 
mediums, and among them Mr. Arthur Colman, a young 
musician, and we speedily became pretty intimate, and I 
received many marvellous results through his mediumship. 
I left for Calcutta in October, 1879, and did not return to 
this country until the beginning of February, 1882.

During my absence Mr. Colman frequently wrote to me, 
and 1 have some of his letters still, notably one written 
from London on the 19th December, 1881, in which he asks 
how I was getting on with his friend Eglinton, and speak
ing of the pleasure it would give him could he have joined 
us, ike. And now to the extraordinary part of the matter.

On the 13th January, 1882, which was a Sunday, Mr. 
Eglinton and I had been over to spend the day and dine 
with our friends, Col. and Mrs. Gordon, who lived over at 
Howrah, on the other side of the River Hooghly. When 
we returned to my rooms at night we went to sit in the 
rerandah for a bit before going to bed, when Eglinton went 
under control and his spirit friend “ Daisy ” said they had 
brought me a letter from London which my friend Arthur 
Colman had just written. I asked where the letter was, 
and was told to go into the next room and look on the 
zither, where I should find it. *• Daisy ” further said that 
they had taken the letter, just as it was, still unfinished, off 
Colman's desk, while he was out of the room, and that he 
was terribly puzzled when he got back to the room to find 
that the letter had disappeared, and that he would be 
pretty sure to write me again and tell me about it. On 
going into the adjoining room and looking on the zither 
there, sure enough, I found the following letter in Colman’s 
well-known handwriting. I give a verbatim copy : -

16, St. Paul’s Crescent, 
Camden-square, London, NAV.

January loth, 1882.
Mv Dear Friend,—I am wondering how you are getting . 

tn with your sittings. I often wish I could be with you ; how- ' 
ever, I suppose you will soon be leaving for England. It's now 
horribly cold here and pretty nearly pitch dark, altho’ it is not 
quite five o'clock, rather different to your side of the world, I 
txptet. Do you know, I have been looking into a crystal this 
‘ftemoon which belongs to a friend of mine—just for fun, for I 
den t think they are much use. However, to my surprise, I 

you and Eglinton sitting under a sort of verandah. Well, 
then, that faded away and then I saw the name of “Gordon.” 
1 put a good deal of this down to imagination, as I have been 
thinking a good deal of you, though I can’t account for the name.

I wonder when-----
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Here the letter terminates abruptly, without finish or 

signature. It must be borne in mind that Calcutta time 
is nearly six hours ahead of English (5 hrs. 56 min. to be 
exact), and that we were sitting in my verandah at about 
11 p.m., or the exact time Mr. Colman was writing, and 
we had also been sitting in the Gordons’ verandah a great 
portion of the day. Dearing in mind what “ Daisy ” had 
said, and knowing that I should have left for England 
before the next English mail could arrive, I gave that 
unfinished letter to my brother, who was staying out in 
Calcutta, and particularly asked him. should any letters 
arrive by mail after I had left, in the same hand-writing, to 
give them both to Mrs. Gordon. Sure enough the mail 
that arrived after I left brought the following letter by 
post to my address in Calcutta.

I may add that letters from England to Calcutta took 
as nearly as possible three weeks to arrive, and that letters 
dated 15th or 16th January would not leave London till 
Friday, 20th, that being Indian mail day out, and so 
could not be delivered in Calcutta earlier than the 10th of 
February, whereas I had left for England on February 8th.

My brother, as requested, took both letters over to Mrs. 
Gordon,—viz., the one I have copied already and the other 
which had just arrived. They opened the letter that had 
come by post, and I append a verbatim copy of that also :—

16, St. Paul's Crescent, 
Camden-square, London, NAV., 

January 16th.
Mv Dear Friend,—Something rather odd occurred yester

day ! I was writing a letter to you, when I was called away and 
upon my return found it had disappeared from the table. 
I have hunted for it everywhere, but cannot find it, so I’m 
writing this. I wonder how you are getting on with your sittings ? 
Famously, I expect, for Eglinton is, I know, truly wonderful.

I often think of you and wish I could be with you. I hope 
you will tell me in your next when you think of coming to 
England. I shall hope to see you then. Trusting you are well 
and with very kind regards,- Your friend,

Arthur.
After reading this, Mrs. Gordon wrote to Mr. Colman 

asking whether she might print an account of this very 
remarkable occurrence, but Mr. Colman wrote back to her, 
begging her not to use his name, as his family were bitterly- 
opposed to his having anything to do with Spiritualism.

I returned from India this spring, and it was while 
talking over old times with Mrs. Gordon that she reminded 
me of this episode, and asked me whether I did not think 
it remarkable enough to print, the case being so thoroughly 
complete in every way. I have quite lost sight of Mr. 
Colman for many years, and do not in the least know 
where to find him, but I think, now that more than eleven 
years have elapsed since this marvellous manifestation took 
place, no harm can come of giving it publicity. I may add 
that Mr. Colman when writing to Mrs. Gordon gave her 
an account of the whole occurrence, which tallied exactly 
with what Mr. Eglinton’s control told me. Indeed, truth 
is stranger than fiction, and to quote the well-known lines ; 
“ There are more things in heaven and earth than are 
dreamed of in our philosophy.’’—Yours for the Truth,

June 12th, 1893. J- G. Meugexs.

LIFE BEYOND.

I watched a sail until it dropt from sight 
Over the rounding sea. A gleam of white, 
A last far-flashed farewell, and, like a thought 
Slipt out of mind, it vanished and was not. 
Yet, to the helmsman standing at the wheel 
Broad seas still stretched before the gliding keel. 
Disaster ! Change ?—he felt no slightest sign ; 
Nor dreamed he of that dim horizon line.
So may it be, perchance, when down the tide 
Our dear ones vanish. Peacefully they glide 
On level seas, nor mark tho unknown bound. 
We call it death—to them ’tis life beyond .'

— James Buckham.
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numbers of men and women of good character arefor^ 
poverty into these niieerable associations." Now, if ti 7 
souls have been waiting about seeking re-iri'.arnaticf, • 
difficult to nee why they should choose a lot which ’ * 
possibly either drag them down to a lower level in tin, 
of evolution than that at which they have already • 
or else give them up te some years of uselew str^J? 
and degradation. Such souls are not drawn u, £ 
vironment suitable to their tendencies.

SPIRITUAL GRAVITATION.

It ii lint neevoiarv to L- » Theosophist to be impresswi 
bv the weighty words of Mrs. Iloan t on the Practical 

Application of Threwiphy in “Lucifer" for June. All who 
x-cept the doctrine <>f n-.meamation will also fed th* >ln' 

jortance <>f her obeenations, of which the following extracts 
will give some idea

Re incarnation, an everyone knows, is the fact that the 
human soul l» re-born on earth for life after life, and that by 
the experience of rath Ide it gathers knowledge and builds up 
character, bringing with it to each new life on the earth the 
results axiiHiulatel in precedent lives. At each return it is 
drawn by natural affinity to the race, family and environment 
suitable to itself, these forces of attraction working a* definitely 
and *» surely as thephy oral forces working in the solar system.
The Tlie<«sop?u»t, knotting these laws, will be influenced in his way before the 
view ui the alums by this knowledge, and just as a doctor elusive, he, 
would we in a filthy court a sjx.t attractive to disease, so does 
he ace in the spiritual, rueutal. moral, and physical degradation 

of the slum a spot certain to attract towards it souls at a very 
low grade uf evolution. Sou's of all kinds are seeking re-in- 
tarnat:on.; some of these have behind them many lives of 
persistent effort towards purity and nobility of character, and 
bring with them tendencies towards virtue ; others have behind 
them many lives of yielding to animal tendencies and 
brutal desires, and bring with them tendencies toward 
rice. Such types and those of countless intermediate 
grades are drawn back to earth to work out the results 
they bate started in their previous lives. They are drawn to 
the environment suitable to their tendencies, and to the parents 
fitted to provide suitable bodies for the expression of these 
tendencies. Now, if a nation contain the plague-spots known 
as slum in which are gathered together thieves and harlots, 
drunkards and ruffians, and in addition large numbers of men 
and women of good character forced by poverty into these 
miserable associations : if the physical conditions are evil, the 
menu! and moral conditions deprared, the spiritual conditions 
dark, the total environment is such as must attract souls of a 
most undeveloied type as well as those bringing with them ten
dencies of a brutal and depraving kind. Incarnated in bodies 
composed of poisoned physical materials, surrounded by in
fluences that shot out inspirations of a purifying character, these 
souls remain untouched byaughtthat might give upward impulse, 
and so acquire * thicker and thicker crust of degrading evil. 
Their thoughts, foul and malignant, fill the atmosphere around , 
them with images which react hypnotically on all who dwell 
within their range, and w the putrefying spot remains un- ' 
cleanei while its activity is increased by the flow towards it of ' 
increasing numbers of souls attracted by its mephitic air.

I: can hardly be said that such an immigration is one to 1 
which a nation can remain indifferent, for it means the building 
cp'.fits future .State out of rotten materials—out of bad citizens. 
According to the conditions of spiritual, mental, moral and 
physical life made by a nation will he tbe types of souls which ( 
are drawn to it for incarnation : if it permits within its borders 
Kind-tioM suitable for brutal and evil characters it is attracting 
such inhabitants, and as they increase in number it will sink } 
lower and lower in the scale of nations, and the descent will 
be at an ever-accelerating rate. The practical outcome of this 
view of matters is that national legislation is advisable to get 
rid of these magnets of evil, and that it may be wisely employed 
as a means on the physical plane to remove physical evils.

With all this one cannot but agree: yet is the hypo
thesis of reincarnation absolutely necessary? “Souls at 
a very low degree of evolution ” have not necessarily been 
iacarriated here. They may have Ijeen, but also they may 
not have lieen. No on<- would venture to deny the exist
ence of something very foul lurking at/.ut the plague spots , 
of which Mrs. Besant so elvjuently speaks. The Foul* of 
those gone over seem to come back to their old lutunt«, and 
repeat vicariously the evil deeds which they still delight in. 
It doea not follow, however, that they are re-incarnated. 
Souls of an undeveloped type are not necessarily the souLs 
of human beings, though they may be so. And, moreover, 
there is one circumstance which if not explained would go 
far to overthrow this d<>ctrine of re-in.caroation, at any rate 
as far as it i* connected with spiritual gravitation. " Large

A LETTER OF PROFESSOR DE MORGAN/
It is well not to forget the pioneers of that move-fAB 

towards spiritual things which has at last so thorou^,, 
impregnate/] our modern thought. When De .Morgan

!1‘

would be regarded with now. In the Life by Mrs. De Morjj. 
there is a letter by her husband which possibly very 't> 
have noticed, and yet it is an important one, because it ej^ 
away all the doubt originally conveyed by the anonymit-,-,^ 
“Irorn Matter to Spirit,” and also because it contain t 
categorical assertion of De Morgan on tbe subject of 
phenomena. The origin of the letter, which is to t he R* 
W. Mason, is told in a footnote with the once wel’-kr.o». 
initials “£. E. De M.” :—

This letter was in answer to one in which Mr. Mases 
him. if able, to give him “some information on the interest? 
subject to which you alluded in your last.” “I hare 
thought," Mr. Mason says, “that departed spirits are orif. 
with those they left at death. When Bishop .Jebb had beesf's 
some time under a paralytic seizure, he said, on his recov»~ 
that in the prospect of death he had felt that he should be as tr-_v 
with his friends after death as he was when speaking totter

This is the letter :—
Adelaide-road, August 13th, 1S3.

Dear Masos,—As touching myself I get stronger gradaLr. 
I arn slowly getting rny books into order, which is a long job. 1 
have no more information of any very decided character tza is 
to be found in my wife's book, “From Matter to Spirit." • 
retain my suspense as to what the phenomena mean, but I si 
as fully persuaded as ever of their reality.

The presence of the dead is a thing widely felt, butbyca- 
tain temperaments. Bishop Jebb is an instance of no ven 
forcible kind, because the two worlds had been in constant con
nection in his mind. I will give you a more curious case.

An actuary, a man of science and a keen searcher after di 
printing, married a second cousin of mine. He was a cheerfti 
and kind-hearted man, but to all appearance as thorongUT 
unspiritual as a man could be. I never heard a word drop ir.s 
him which made it appear that another life was his LuLr 
thought. He was, though moderate in drinking, rather kid x 
eating, and skilled in it. The ladies of his acquaintance vi: 
had dinners to give would consult him on all details. His wn. 
to whom he was devoted, died, and he himself fell into a weakly 
state. I used to sit with him by the hour. A few weeks baa 
his death I found him debilitated by a long conference he hri 
had with a lady about a dinner she had to give ; this merely u 
show that his mind was not turned to the subject of death:* 
anything external. He suddenly turned to me and said. “I» 
Morgan, my wife is often with me.” I was astonished, not at & 
phenomenon, but at /.is being the recipient. “Often!” still- 
“ Every evening,” said he, “and oftener.” “ Do you see he:' 
said I. “No,” said he, “but I feel her presence.” By the* 
three words hangs a long tale.

With kind regards to your family, yours sincerely,
A. De Monoxy.

evidence which seemed to hit 
great mathematician and teacher as lie 

was looked upon with very different feeling'

Wp. hare the choice of turning all the voices of Nature — 
one song of rejoicing, and all her lifeless creatures into a g-5- 
company, whereof the meanest shall be beautiful in our eyes'.' 
its k ind message ; or of quenching her sympathy into a fari- 
withdrawn silence of condemnation, or into a crying out ci 
stones and a shaking of her dust against us.—Jobs RvsriS-

’ “ Life,” p. 3U2.

i
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MRS. BESANT.

The profoundly interesting story of Mrs. Besant’s 
pjychologieal development continues. The “Weekly Sun" 
f„r June l^th contains another instalment. The dramatic 
rtiwlo ‘'f her passage through Atheism is graphically 
grilled. Wo may not all have passed through the 
phi*‘>f an absolute and reasoned Atheism, but many of us 
have dune something nearly akin to it. Those of us who 
ivmeml*r the struggle will also recollect how pleasantly 

too, reasoned with ourselves as Mrs. Besant does about 
the Beauty of Life, and such things. How ready we were 
with our utilitarian arguments to bolster up our imagined 
faith

With hot insistence I battled for the inspiration to be drawn 
fr.-fli the lieauty and grandeur of which human life was capable. 
••Will any one exclaim, ‘ You arc taking all beauty out of 
hanim life, all hope, all warmth, all inspiration ; you give us 

duty for filial obedience, and inexorable law in the place of 
i>.J ’ I All beauty from life ! Is there, then, no beauty in the 
jie» of funning part of the great life of the universe, no beauty 
in conscious harmony with Nature, no beauty in faithful ser- 
rke, no beauty in ideals of every virtue ? ‘ All hope ’ ! Why,
I give you more than hope, I give you certainty ; if Ibid you 
htour for this world, it is with the knowledge that this world 
■ill repay you a thousandfold, becauso society will grow purer, 
freedom more settled, law more honoured, life more full and 
gad. What is your heaven ? A heaven in the clouds ! I point 
to a heaven attainable on earth. ‘ All warmth ’ ? What 1 you 
«rve warmly a God unknown and invisible, in a sense the pro
jected shadow of your own imaginings, and can only serve 
coldly your brother whom you see at your side ? Is there no 
warmth in brightening the lot of the sad, in reforming abuses, 
in establishing equal justice for rich and poor ? You find warmth 
in the church, but none in the home ? Warmth in imagining 
the cloud glories of heaven, but none in creating substantial 
glories on earth 1 ‘ All inspiration ' ? If you want inspiration 
to feeling, to sentiment, perhaps you had better keep to your 
Bible and your creeds ; if you want inspiration to work, go and 
walk through the East of London or the back streets of Man
chester. You are inspired to tenderness as you gaze at the 
wounds of Jesus, dead in Judiea long ago, and find no inspira
tion in the wounds of men and women, dying in the England 
of to-day ? You ‘ have tears to shed for Him,’ but none for the 
sufferer at your doors ? His passion arouses your sympathies, 
but you see no pathos in the passion of the poor ? Duty is 
odder than * filial obedience ’ ? What do you mean by filial 
obedience! Obedience to your ideal of goodness and love—is 
it not so 1 Then how is duty cold ? I offer you ideals for your 
konwge: here is Truth for your Mistress, to whose exaltation 
yn shall devote your intellect ; here is Freedom for your 
General, for whose triumph you shall fight; here is Love for 
vwrlnspirer, who shall influence your every thought; here ls 
Man for your Master—not in Heaven but on earth—to whose 
service you shall consecrate every faculty of your being. * In
exorable law in the place of God ’ ? Yes ; a stem certainty tliat 
yea shall not waste your life, yet gather a rich reward at the 
dw; that you shall not sow misery, yet reap gladness ; that 
you shall not be selfish, yet be crowned with love ; nor shall 
you sin, yet find safety in repentance. True, our creed is a 
Btwn one, stem with the beautiful sternness of Nature. But 
if we be in the right, look to yourselves ; laws do not check 
their action for your ignorance ; fire will not cease to scorch 
because you ‘ did not know.’ ”

The following passage is one of those that throw light 
on that unexpected change of thought by which Mrs. 
Besant so astonished people :—

With equal vigour did I maintain that ‘ * virtue was its own 
reward,” and that payment on the other side the grave was 
unnecessary as an incentive to right living. “ What shall we 
»»y to Mias C'obbe's contention that duty will ‘ grow grey and 
old' without God and immortality ? Yes, for those with whom 
duty i.s a matter of selfish calculation, and who are virtuous 
only because they look for a ‘ golden crown ’ in payment on the 
other side the grave. Those of us who find joy in right-doing, 
who work because work is useful to our fellows, who live well 
because in such living we pay our contribution to the world’s 
wealth, leaving earth richer than we found it—we need no 

paltry payment after death for our life’s labour, for in that 
labour is its own ‘exceeding great reward.' ” But did anyone 
yearn for immortality, that “ not all ye shall die " '< “ Ts it true 
that Atheism has no immortality ? What is true immortality I 
Is Beethoven's true immortality in his continued personal con
sciousness or in his glorious music deathless while the world 
endures I I« Shelley’s true life in his existence in some far-off 
heaven, or in the pulsing liberty his lyrics send through men’s 
hearts, when they respond to the strains of his lyre ? Music 
does not die, though one instrument be broken ; thought does 
not die, though one brain bo shivered ; love does not die, though 
one heart's strings be rent ; and no great thinker dies so long 
us his thought re-echoes through the ages, its melody the fuller- 
toned the more human brains send its music on. Not only to 
the hero and the sage is this immortality given ; it belongs to 
each according to the measure of his deeds ; world-wide life 
for world-wide service ; straitened life for straitened work ; 
each reaps as he sows, and the harvest is gathered by each in 
his rightful order.”

The last paragraph is very striking—“workl-wide life for 
world-wide service, straitened life for straitened work, each 
reaps as he sows.” This seems to be almost out of touch 
with what precedes it. Surely there was not much difficulty 
for such a thinker to accept the doctrine of Karma.

SPIRITUALISM IN MAURITIUS.

The “ Harbinger of Light ” of Melbourne gives the 
following account of a controversy which has been going on 
in Mauritius. Once more we find the phenomena accepted, 
their origin also once more being claimed for the Devil:—

“ Spiritualism and the Church ” is the title of a brochure of 
250 pages, published at Mauritius, and containing a series of 
controversial letters between the Roman Catholic Bishop of 
Port Louis and M. Victor Ducasse, on the subject of Spirit
ualism, which originally appeared in the “ Journal de Maurice.”

It i.s prefaced by a telling epistle from M. P. G. Leymarie, 
the well-known editor of the “Revue Spirite,” and is highly 
interesting reading.

The Bishop belongs to the Order of the Jesuits, and ought 
to be a skilful dialectician, but his opponent leaves him without 
a shred of argument to cover his intellectual nakedness, and 
routs him completely, horse and foot, so that after silencing the 
prelate M. Ducasse remained the victor on the field of battle.

The Bishop was the assailant, for he delivered three lectures 
on Superstitions, among which he had the temerity to class 
Spiritualism. M. Ducasse immediately joined issue with him, 
and dissected the Jesuit’s allegations with a merciless hand.

It should be mentioned that the churchman acknowledges 
the actuality of the phenomena, but declares that “ the detest
able facts of Spiritualism, hypnotism, and magnetism are the 
exclusive work of demons ” 1 In that case, of course, all the 
spiritual manifestations recorded in the Old and New Testa
ments and in the “Lives of the Saints,” must have had a 
diabolical origin ; and it would follow that the theological devil 
must be a much more powerful being than tho Creator of the 
Universe. But it is really astonishing to find a dignitary of the 
Church of Rome, in the last decade of the nineteenth century, 
writing such deplorable drivel as is to be found in these lectures 
of the Bishop of Port Louis.

Accustomed to preach to congregations composed for the 
most part of what Paul calls “ silly women, ” the prelate had 
evidently no conception that his attack on Spiritualism would 
be taken up by a writer quite as conversant with the Scripture, 
with patristic divinity, and with theology and ecclesiastical his
tory as himself; and who was prepared to demolish every 
adverse statement of the Bishop by quotations from writings 
acknowledged as authoritative by the Church of Rome. Such 
was the case, however, and great must have been the amaze
ment and discomfiture of the rash controversialist at finding 
the whole of his armour battered to pieces by ammunition pro
cured from ecclesiastical arsenals. It was bad enough to be 
put down by quotations from the Bible, the four Evangelists, 
and by Paul ; but to be exposed to a withering fire from the 
Fathers of tho Church and the great schoolmen, must have been 
humiliating in the extreme. There was nothing for it but to 
turn tail and run, which, figuratively speaking, the Bishop did 
most expeditiously and ignominiously, leaving the last word 
with M. Ducasse, whom we congratulate upon the unanswerable
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au.iv ot facts ami aigumouts with which Im overwhelmed lii.s 
episcopal advev^uy In (.mt his let (er-. (111 msh quite a store 
house of sharp edged weapon-, lor the detmieo of Spiritualism 
from (ho attacks of its eiiomms ; and these of coiiiae uro not 
likolv to ivlix t'l'ir ell’.wts Eov .superstition .lies bald, and 
when (he light penetrates into the darkest elmmboiu of the 
human mm.l, it ** astonishuu; to observe tlm wildly agitated 
m.’vomonts of tho bats and owls wlm are start led ami bewildered 
by the Midden illumination.

modern science and occultism.
Thu there is a subtle something filling tho universe, perment- 

U\g all matter and extending even to the remotest star, is tho 
toaehm ; ot modern science. This conception of an all pen ad- 
mg other has eomo w itli increased k mm ledge, especially in (ho 
domains of light and eloenieity, and is mm practically accepted 
hv most scientists. I'o tho.student of occultism auoli rocogm 

t:.«n, though slow and tardy, is bath gratifying ami helpful. It 
indicate* that m one (Mitieular at any rate (ho teachings of 
occultism aiv being confirmed ridiculed ami aeotlbd at ns (hey 
have been in (ho past ami it gives confidence to continue tho 
study of (ho works loft us by (ho old occultists, vague ami 
mystical as many of (hem are, as containing much of value ami 
im|'ortaneo to the seeker after truth. I am led to make these 
remarks after reading n letter of S. Tolvor Preston which 
am'oared in ’’Nature 'of the 1st ot Juno last, Mr. Tolvor< *
Preston is a great authority on mat tors relating to tho ether,ami 
has published a very remarkable book on (ho subject under tho 
title of ” Tho Physics of the Ether." In his letter on ” Tho 
Velocity of Propagation of Gravitation Efioets," he says : —

“It may be reasonable, (hen, toassnnm that tho possibilities 
for tho existence of a higher rate of intercommunication than 
this (that of luminous effects' may exist in nature, and that tlm 
Isslily mass movements of the units of tho universe may 
imlueneo each other move quickly than their molecular move
ments, since gra* itational disturbances or their measure appear 
to demand this. Jf i-< a> /»>’ eer?.ii<» that in addition to tho 

t!.\rr tkftc tn it/ At fdenlu of room /or finer, and 

(Actvfoiv mart moAib ni iferud, /<>»' no ear, us/<ir us .1 am ait'dtv, 
Kai totpd <i difi-ulty on this head, provided its presence mere 
S’lhsrmeid to seam <jre>i.' tHecii.inieui purpose,’* The italics are 
mine. Briefly it amounts to this. Slowly but surely science 
has to admit the existence of an ether. But no sooner is this 
conclusion reached than forward comes Tolvor Preston with tho 
suggestion cautiously expressed, it is true that there may bo 
mon' than one other, the second one of 
material" than 
all along taught, 
of to-morrow.

Again, there

“ finer and more mobile 
the first. Now this is what occultists have 

Truly the occultism of to-day is t lm science

is Nkol.i Tesla, tho greatest of living electri
cians, Here arc some extracts from a lecture of his recently 
delivered in America. Ta occultists they cannot, be otherwise 
than of the greatest significance. Already it seems to mo the 
materialists have tapped the finer forces of nature and are 
beginning to experiment with subtle forms of matter hitherto 
known only to the occultist ; —

“Mv vxjk'rinmnts have been almost entirely confined to 
alternating currents of high potential. An alternating current 
is a current changed periodically in direction, and tlm word 
jk'tenn.d expresses the force and energy with which these 
cm n uts are made to pass. In this pirticular ease tho force is 
very great. Tho fact that a current vibrates back and forth 
r.ipi.l.’y in tins way tends to set tip or create waves in tlmether." 

This setting up of etheric waves is, I think, not unknown 
to occultists. Ho continues : “ There is a familiar phenomenon 
of sound termed resonance, by which a vibrating tuning fork 
will set into vibration another of the same pitch placed any
where within reasonable dint met'. Now, if I set up these 
etheric vibrations that 1 speak of to a certain pitch, and my 
wirv is within reach of these vibrations (not necessarily me
tallically connected), i( will respond, provided its pitch corre- 
ajmnds with that of the ethene vibration. In (his way I obtain 
energy in another conductor without any metallic connection 
whatever."

Who knows I Just in tho same way the brain itself may be 
cajial'le ot setting up vibrations in the ether and eonsetpiently 
able to afleet another brain of corresponding' ’pitch, ” so to speak, 
u considerable distance intervening. Otherwise how are we to 
account for the wonderful instances of thought transmission

____ _______ [•’««« -I,
I

that Irom limo to time appear in I Im pages of “ I.iuiit". . 
ot her journals I 111

Thon Tesla made the startling nnnoiinemimnt ’’ (hat it l>h 
lie quite .‘lately concluded from present e.xporiiimiilnl evidence 
that an attempt to transmit, intelligible .sounds through tin. 
oiirth Irom here pSt. Louis) to (ho European emit incut 
mH/ eab/e would Hlioeoed beyond a doubt." Again the italic 
uro mine. Why not, then, from Thibet to London I Ait,.r 
reading tlm above, are the statomonts of II. I*. B. ns to t|u 
transmission ot messages altogether unworthy of belief I

But Tesla goes oven furl Imr t li.an I his, ’’It now docsim 
seem improbable that when by the power of thought an imige 
is evoked, a distinct rollox action, no matter hmv w’vali. n 
exerted upon eoitnin ends of tlm visual nerves ami, tlieidmr. 
upon tho retina. W ill it over be within human power t.. 

| analyse tlm condition of the retina wlmn disturbed by th«,ugkt 
(or reflex ai'tioii), by tho help of .some optical or other UH'i**"d 
sensitiveness, that a clear idea of its state may be gained ntnu 
time ! It this were' possible (hen tlm problem of reading"tici 
thoughts with precision, like tlm characters in an open !•••••». 
might bo much easier than many scientific problems."

This is startling enough in all .seriousness. It may be dm 
tlm groat, electrician himself is working m this direction. 'L 
have only to learn next, that ‘’thoughts are things. Th 
looturer added ’’ that, for each external impression, that is ("•’ 
each image produced upon the retina, the ends of the vimuI 
nerves concerned in tho conveyance of tlm impression nii"th 
under a peculiar stress," ami 1m pointed out “that when* 
sudden i«lea or image presents itself to tlm intellect, there is4 
distinct ami .sometimes painful sensation of luminosity prodmv! 
in the eye, observable even in broad daylight." He quoted, 
from Holmholt;'.,’• who has shown that tho fundi of thocyiMfr 
themselves luminous, and who, upon one occasion, saw in t««!i! 
darkness the movement of his arm by tho light of his own ere 
—a fluorescence of brain action, as it wore.’’

Tho lecture must have been a deeply interesting one. aid 1 
should like very much to see a full report of it published. T? 
tlm thoughtful occultist it is pregnant with meaning.

Tins.

EUSAPIA PALLADINO.

Save for her singularly brilliant, eyes there is nothing out«! 
the ordinary about Eusapia Palladino—nothing to suggest that 
slm is one of tho most wonderful of living mediums. She w 
of average height, buxom, and youthful looking, and has a |ui 
tieularly pleasant and sympathetic manner. She can nvitlut 
read nor write, nor even count. Her mental attainments,inW, 
consist, in speaking her native Neapolitan tongue and in undo 
standings little Tuscan. She was left a poor orphan, a nd was .w 
polled to gain her own living. At nine years of age she hem.' 
servant to a Neapolitan family, but as the phenomena first nude 
their appearance hero she was driven into tho street, as Satan:.' 
agency was suspected. Fame, however, soon came, for Eusapw’j 
ease was investigated by some University professors. and ® 
English lady tried hard to persuade her to go to England. A* 
this time she never seems to have thought of turning her gin 
into money, but. was content to marry a humble artisan, and sh 
herself helped to augment tlm scanty earnings of her liusto 
by working as a seamstress. A manifestation is usually ptv 
ceded by a variety of nervous disturbances hiccoughs. yaunitK' 
sobs, teal’s, and piercing cries, every variety of contortion, o'*' 
vnlsions, foaming at tlm mouth, clenching the teeth, the i** 
drawn and deformed, the eyelids insensible, the nosirilsdil.it"" 
all the senses so exalted that tlm least noise worries her, ,inda 
is necessary to bandage her eyes. If her fingers am toii.'l^’’ 
she complains that they feel as if they are being touched 
a hot iron. After some or all of those symptoms the phe”-” 
mena usually occur ; if not, a deep lethargy sets in. In any.** 
all these strange symptoms disappear so soon as the lnstiif^ 
tion has taken place.—’’ La Ikkaiuaciox."

FamK is the reflection not of the deed itself, shining 
as inspired by the deepest conviction, but tho rellceth'*’\ 
the deed shining in the recognition of our fellow-men.—"- ' 
Hakkis.

It is tho life in the corrupting thing that makes the s**1^ 
ing possible ; it is the live part, not the corrupted pu L 
sutlers : it is tlm redeemable, not tho doomed thing, that 
jeered to vanity ; that subjection is the one hope ag»i>'st 
supremacy of corruption.- Gno, Macponam*.

nosirilsdil.it
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REMARKABLE HYPNOTIC EXPERIMENTS.

5 Reuters telegram dated Vienna, June 14th, has the 
jVvring:—

(Irt&i interest has been aroused here by some remarkable 
^x'ti<'.a'nt* in hypnotism and suggestion which Professor 

KriSi hbing. the eminent specialist in mental diseases, 
i^senhy carried out before a meeting of psychological experts, 
4,th the object of showing that it is jHissible by hypnotic sug- 
vC'.’J to transfer persons into a former period of their lives, 

mental condition at the same time undergoing a corre- 
flcacuBS change, and that while in this state nothing is lost to 

mera-'tics which cannot by suitable influence be recalled, 
object of the experiments was a woman of thirty-three 

T^,'t*sc- Baton Krafft Ebing hypnotised her, and trans- 
■j^kersuccessively lock to the ages of seven, fifteen,and nine- 
y,*.t^oring her after each experiment to her normal con- 
jp*. In each case she behaved, spoke, and wrote in a way 
p^vading to the age which she imagined herself to be.

experiments were received by the other doctors with 
scepticism. They did not consider that Baron Ebing’s 

Lad been proved, and thought that the experiments 
id sot exclude the possibility of deception.

299__
posed to look reproachfully upon themselves or upon others, to 
such I would, in conclusion, commend the spirit of these words;—

Reproach not thine own soul, but know thyself, 
Nor hate another’s crime, nor loathe thine own.
It is the dark idolatry of self
Which, when our thoughts and actions once are gone. 
Demands that man should weep, and bleed and groan, 
till vacant expiation ! lb- at rest.
The past is lleath’s, the future is thine own ;
And love and joy can make the foulest breast
A paradise of Howers where Peace might build her nest.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.
[T'i< Editor u Hut responsihle for opinions expressed hy correspondents, 

and sometimes publishes u-hjt hi dots not agree with for the purpose 
Of presenting views that may riicit discussion.]

Astrology.

Sir,—In reply to your correspondent “Corona Borealis,’’ I 
am not aware that I mentioned any “ astrological authorities ” 
other than self-constituted ones, and, further, your corresjton- 
dent can see by the letter quoted that lam sufficiently heretical 
to doubt any so-called authority, and that I am an agnostic 
(using that term in the sense given to it by Professor Huxley) 
in regard to the whole subject. Charles Strange.

MOTIVE IN THE OCCULT.

Mr. XV. R. Old has brought his papers in the "Theoso- 
on “ Screen-, Media'val and Modern.” to a close 

vi*h the following apt remarks :—
Ari, after ail. it is the motive of the mind that distinguishes 

'■«veeu good and evil in the use of occult forces. That which 
Isis the human will to its subject, and that which guides its 
£M ci direction, is thought. But the will has no such direct 

l naanons with motive, and hence may be used with equal power 
iw evil as for good. Motive is that which determines the 
irnlity of a thought; being as it were the very soul of thought, 
jahering in. and tincturing with its subtle essence, every 
sternal action. And the motive is a power in itself, apart from 
the act. as the soul is from the body, but expressing itself 

I «y means thereof. Thus causes brought about by occult 
f I farces. mar differ in their ultimate effects by reason of the motive 
c . «hkh ensouls them, though to the outward eye appearing in all 
s aspects identical. It is this working jK'wer of the motive which 
; | hstmjuishes at every moment between our righteous and unholy 
£ laoaghts, our actions true and ialse. It is, then, at the initial 
«. ( of our investigations into these subtle forces in Nature 
c cd the magical powers of the human mind, that we have need

| taaandne our motives, otherwise we shall be in danger of drift- 
x at rapidly from an unconscious to a conscious participation in
j. £ the horrors I have had occasion to speak of, and others still
> Wfc, xnd unspeakable. included in the practice of the sorcerer, 

there is another and a higher possibility for the soul of man 
Au. to fall from the ground of neutrality and natural freedom 

t s.- the slavery and soul-death of a conscious sorcery. Man 
•; i say take up the vesture of a higher service, he may unite

| fes xin-i to that of the universe, his will to the Great Law, 
hs rsn^iustion to the archetypal form of the Grand Man. 

r t&itans, with all his soul at one with the Spirit of Nature, 
fr-m the storehouse of the Divine Life and Mind such 
mi knowledge as he can use for the benefit of the human 

H I tes. And the Divine Magician stands in no need of rites 
lai eeremonies. nor signs and talisman, nor words to bless 
wtsjse. nor forms by which to conjure, bind,or loose : he needs 
•A'.v: having that power, which he draws from the Infinite

. of Almighty Love, the power to serve in “that sweet
icfeixr.- which is freedom’s self. ’ But this soul-union with

Divine Principle in Nature is not for any one a thing of 
sxsrtdiat- and complete accomplishment, while for all it is difii- 
«h « attainment. Those who have not consciously and irre- 
vjciV.y identined themselves with the principle of evil have this 
‘i.d-like power within them which stands only in need of waking 
sp; md there is no limit to human perfectibility, and nothing 
’aha cm be conceived of in the mind of man which cannot

■ | ituaately bec-ome realised in man himself.
Gentleness, Virtue, Wisdom and Endurance,

. I These an- the seals of that most firm assurance,
. 1 Which bars the pit over destruction’s strengh ;

*5d if I am addressing any who. having at any time fallen under 
* I 4s spell of the world’s many subtle enchantments, are now dis-

Obsession and Possession.

Sir,—The term obsession is applied by Spiritualists to a 
state in which a person is supposed by them to be subject to 
the persistent attacks of a spirit of the so-called dead, whilst 
possession. of which obsession is the predecessor, refers to cases 
in which the supposititious spirit has apparently obtained com
plete dominion over the patient, whose individuality seems to 
be lost in this second personality.

In former times, when the spirits of deceased persons were 
unfashionable, obsession and possession were supposed to be 
due to the agency of demons. To find the cause of these phe
nomena I do not think that we need take a flight over the 
borderland of life and death or call into existence a race of 
extra-mundane beings, for it is far more likely that the pent-up 
and suppressed passions break through their bonds and for a 
time obtain complete control over the governing faculties, and 
so the patient gives way to unbridled licence and indulgence. 
This is apparently the prime mover in the case mentioned by 
your correspondent,while in others suggestion and hysteria play 
the chief role. Charles Strange.
[We print the above letter because it is a striking example of 

the way in which the Agnostic likes to disprove his right to 
that title. “Charles Strange" “knows” what “pent up 
passions’’are, and “how’for a time they can break their 
bonds.” Our correspondent is quite right in supposing 
that a letter of his which was not printed trespassed on the 
forbidden ground of theological controversy. Butthat was 
not all. the language in which the letter was couched was 
not of a kind to which our readers are accustomed. One who 
does not know ought to beware of violence.—Ed.” Light."]

Exoteric and Esoteric Catholicism.

Sir.—Apropos of Mr. Edward Maitland's letter to last week's 
“ Light,” as is well known to the initiates of the Catholic 
Church, there is an esoteric side to Christianity as well 
as an exoteric side our Bible and Creeds thus showing forth 
the doctrine of the Two in One, the One in Two. Father 
Clarke sees the exoteric side, Mr. Maitland the esoteric side 
only, and on the lower plane. Mr. Maitland's letter leaves one 
most thankful.for the sake of suffering, sinning humanity, that, 
through the Catholic Church in her early Councils, a Gospel has 
been given to us so easy of comprehension that the wayfaring 
men. though fools. shall not err therein, though so deep that 
the angels unceasingly desire to look into it. At any rate, the 
Christian priesthood has not darkened counsel with words of 
too much knowledge to be of the smallest praetie.il use to any 
living soul not to the manner bom. And how few these are I

As regards the miracle at Lourdes, the Blessed Virgin, of 
course, as the Catholic Church has ever held, represents the 
Motherhood of God, the human personality being Her 
highest possible created representative. The Heart of Isis, 
Jerusalem, the Mother of all creation, beats in every 
breath of the ubiquitous life through which the spheres 
have their being. Then, surely, this so-called miracle 
at Lourdes was only a fulfilment of “ natural law in the

praetie.il
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